The Sacred Alchemist: Adeptship in the New Millennium
Sacred Mysteries World Tour
Thank you for your interest in our Sacred Alchemist: Adeptship in the New Millennium
Life Mastery Training located at Sacred Sites around the world. We appreciate your intention
to advance yourself in what can be an unparalleled leap in your Soul Evolution through our
programs. A great amount of healing is available daily on our tours that can move you light years
forward beyond what you ve ever imagined. Many times The Change begins the moment you
sign up. The following guidelines, information and questionnaires are designed to support you in
exploring the possibilities available and preparing yourself to fully experience all that is there for
you. We joyously look forward to welcoming you into our next Sacred Alchemist Tour!
The Sacred Alchemist Life Mastery Training: This program is a very in depth intensive
in what has been described by participants as a powerful transfiguration that can be a completely
life changing experience. It is designed to give you Alchemical Keys, Life Mastery Tools, Sacred
Knowledge and skills that can make all the difference to your life. Provided in an experiential
learning environment that is exciting, uplifting and inspiring, it can also be emotionally,
mentally, spiritually, and physically rigorous. Therefore, we have designed preparatory materials
to help provide you the best experience. These include: TheQuest: Heal Your Life, Change Your
Destiny book, the Sacred Alchemist book with the Sacred Alchemist Creed, Alchemical Keys
and teachings from the Divine Sponsors, and other materials. These you will receive once you
have been accepted in the program and your full payment (or deposit) is received. Please take
time to read through them thoroughly and apply them as inspired.
Avail Yourself of Our Consciousness Preparing Packages: The 33 Day Self
Actualization programs are available for purchase should you desire to infuse yourself with the
LIGHT of the Divine Realms in preparation for your Soul Accelerating Ascension Process at our
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training that can quickly move you from a more Shadow Driven Life into an Authentic Self
Empowered existence. Each time the Divine Healing Transmissions are played, you find a
complete transfiguration taking place as the very molecules of your existence are transformed,
up-leveled and aligned with the Divine Intention. Listening to them each night (or beginning
your day with them) helps you move quickly through a powerful change, preparing you for the
next level of Soul Advancement at our Sacred Alchemist Training, where you will receive the
knowledge and tools on how to keep on that steady soul accelerated advancement, living in your
Authentic Self most of the time. The books inform, uplift and inspire you, infusing you with their
Sacred Knowledge and the Divine Codes that are transferred to you as you read. The Sacred
Songs in the healing music are filled with Divine Archetypes greatly beneficial to you and soul
accelerating as well with Divine Codes (information) that energetically pass to you, uplifting
and inspiring your soul to new heights, infusing you with Divine LIGHT that transports you to
higher consciousness states, as you release the past and step into the New Life awaiting you.
Reviewing all the materials thoroughly, applying TheQuest Principles and Practice, doing
your own Self Counseling as issues arise, and receiving at least one or a series of sessions from
one of our counselors before your Sacred Tour is highly recommended, so that you will have the
greatest capacity of being in your Authentic Self a high percentage of the time during the tour,
working your own self counseling process (outlined in TheQuest book) as issues arise, bringing
any issues to our daily circles in a conscious, clear, self empowering manner, and maintain
compassion for yourself and others, honoring whatever process you or others enter into with
honesty and integrity. Non-judgment of any Shadow Material that arises during the tour is
essential. This takes practice, mastery and skill, which is part of the Sacred Alchemist Training.
It is our intention to create a safe environment for the deep work and soul acceleration
that takes place in our programs. Therefore, to best serve and honor all participants, we have
thoughtfully designed an application process that consciously assists us in forming a mandala of
souls ready for the depth of this experience and all that unfolds from participation in these life
changing experiences. We also acknowledge that should you feel the calling to be with us on a
Sacred Mysteries Tour, it is a strong sign you have been hand picked by the Divine to be there
and your presence with us is important.
It is a high priority to make sure our program is the right fit for each individual and
that the individuals are right for the group. To this end, we will be reviewing all written
applications and then meet with each qualified applicant for a 20-30 minute phone interview.
This will give you the ability to clarify if the program is right for you before you are enrolled. It is
important to note: We will only accept people into this program we are certain can receive the
full benefits of participation. In this free consultation, we will help you to make that decision.
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Questionnaire+
+
PARTICIPATION+
!
1.!What!inspired!you!to!apply!for!participation!in!this!program?!!
!
2.!!What!are!your!hopes!and!expectations!for!both!the!immediate!experience!and!lasting!
impact!in!your!personal!life!and!offering!to!the!world?!!
!
3.!What!concerns!or!reservations!might!you!have!about!the!program?!!

!
TRAINING+&+BACKGROUND+
!
1.!Please!describe!your!education!and!professional!training!background.!Describe!relevant!
information!about!your!work!experience!(both!paid!or!unpaid)!over!the!last!few!years.!
!
2.!Please!describe!your!prior!experiences!with!any!healing!practices!and!trainings,!as!well!as!
share!how!you!presently!integrate!spirituality!into!your!life.!!
!
3.!Please!share!a!little!about!your!home!life!(such!as!family,!pets,!hobbies,!and!interests).!
!
4.!Please!enclose!as!an!attachment!a!recent!bio!and!picture.!
!
!
INTERPERSONAL+&+GROUP+DYNAMICS+
!
1.!Please!tell!us!how!you!interact!and!relate!to!others!in!small!group!situations.!What!assets!do!
you!contribute!to!a!small!group?!
!
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2.!Our!Sacred!Mysteries!Tours!take!us!to!sacred!sites!that!can!often!trigger!emotionally!intense!
feelings! as! we! clear! ourselves! and! help! heal! the! planet.! Integral! to! our! experiential! inner!
process!work!is!clearing!and!healing!many!of!these!patterns!and!inner!aspects.!To!keep!a!safe!
container! for! all,! we! ask! participants! to! evaluate! their! capacity! to! feel! and! release! strong!
emotions.!Each!participant!must!be!able!to!be!responsible!for!his/her!own!conduct.!If!you!have!
a! serious! medical,! substance,! or! emotional! condition! or! are! living! through! challenging! or!
unstable!life!circumstances,!we!respectfully!request!that!you!disclose!this!so!we!can!effectively!
evaluate!whether!the!program!is!suitable!for!you.!
!
3.!What!is!your!degree!of!willingness!to!participate!in!TheQuest!sessions!with!Dr.!Aurora!Ariel!
or!her!graduates!to!prepare!for!participation!in!the!Global!Healing!Tours?!
!
!
Please!Email!your!completed!application!along!with!your!Assessment!to!
Healing@SacredAlchemy.com!
!
We!will!acknowledge!receipt!of!your!application!and!email!you!a!selection!of!time!options!for!
your!20S30!minute!followSup!phone!interview.!!
!
Thank!you!for!your!interest!in!our!Sacred!Alchemist!Trainings.!
!
Respectfully,!
Board!of!Directors!
Temple!of!Sacred!Alchemy!
Global!Healing!Mission!

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Sacred'Alchemist'Tour'Registration'
!
!!

Please'specify'tour:'________________________________________'
'
Full'Name:'_______________________________________________'
'
Nickname:'____________________________________'
'
Date'of'Birth:'____________________'''''''Gender:'_______________________'
'
Passport'Number:'________________________________'
'
Address:'_____________________________________________________________'
'
Country:'____________________________'
'
Home'Phone:'___________________________''''''''Cell:'_________________________'
'
Will'you'be'using'cell'on'tour?'_____'Cell'number'if'different:'____________________'
'
Email:'___________________________'Website:'_______________________________'
'
Emergency'Contact:'_______________________________________________________'
Include(Name,(Address,(Phone(number,(Country(
(
Room'Request:''______'Single'Room''_______Shared'Room'
'
Departure'City:'____________________________________'
'
How'did'you'hear'about'our'tour?'___________________________________________'
'
Special'dietary'or'health'requirements:'_______________________________________'
'
Do'you'smoke?'_________''How'often'do'you'drink?'____________________________'
'
Do'you'take'any'recreational'drugs?'Please'list'them'and'how'often.'
________________________________________________________________________'
'

Are' you' currently' suffering' from' or' have' suffered' from' a' mental' illness?' Be' specific:'
_________________________________________________________________'
'
Are'you'currently'taking'and'medications'and'what'are'they'for?'
________________________________________________________________________'
'
'
IMPORTANT'NOTE:'Drugs'and'alcohol'are'not'conducive'for'your'highest'experience'in'
this'Mastery'Training/Sacred'Tour.'We'strongly'recommend'you'refrain'from'all'mind'
altering'substances'during'the'tour'for'your'greatest'benefit'and'ability'to'receive'all'
that'is'there'for'you.'
'
Please' email' us' a' copy' of' your' passport' as' well' as' your' flight' itinerary' once' you'
receive'it'if'you'are'participating'in'one'of'our'international'tours.'If'a'USA'tour,'please'
send'us'your'picture.'
'
Please' check' out' information' about' the' climate' in' the' region' of' our' tour' and'
everything' you' need' to' know' to' make' the' journey' comfortable' and' easy' for' you,'
including'type'of'clothing'to'bring,'weather'conditions,'etc.'
'
A' refund' of' full' amount' less' the' deposit' is' available' for' a' viable' reason' up' until' 90'
days'before'the'Tour'begins,'after'which,'there'are'no'refunds.'Please'avail'yourself'of'
travel' insurance' in' case' of' an' illness' or' emergency' that' would' prevent' you' from'
attending.'
'
'
I'have'read'and'agreed'to'the'terms'and'conditions.'
'
SIGNATURE:'_____________________________________________________'
'
DATE:'___________________________________'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

